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Our country legislation and legal action theory advocates that the criminal 
procedure onus of proof reason the prosecution for bearing it equally, the defendant 
bears just hardly any onus of proof, it respect and protect the defendant’s  right , but 
ignores finding the truth of the matter and legal action efficiency, makes the strike on 
the criminal more difficult  with practical problems , having affected to commit a 
crime. This article try to expound and prove the prosecution for bearing the onus of 
proof exception and resolving approach in the criminal procedure from three aspect. 
In Part I, the author try to separate two words the onus of proof and the testifying 
responsibility to onus of proof ,for make the meaning of the two words more 
clear .And, from two aspects to analyze the rationale of the prosecution for bearing 
the onus of proof exception in the criminal procedure : firstly the prosecution for 
bearing onus of proof is based on two aspect the silent right of the defendant and the 
principle of innocence until proved guilty, secondly the prosecution for bearing the 
onus of proof exception is based on several purpose .In part II of the article ,the author 
has done examination to the condition of different genealogy  law and different 
country and region developing stage , the prosecution for bearing the onus of proof 
exception , and made a conclusion: based on every justice and efficiency, main 
country and region measurement , peculiar onus of proof circumstance mounting the 
certain range having stipulated that the defendant bears it in legislation.  In Part III of 
the  article, the author has analyzed the current situation that our country criminal 
procedure onus of proof assigns from the angle being demonstration, and inversion 
and transferred legal action from onus of proof have expounded the reason why 
arguing to bear onus of proof just coming value , practical or immediate significance , 
developing trend. Then, the regulation of law ,  hinders the breaking of the law or 
hinders responsibility origin of an incident, argues square enthusiasm speaks out in 
one's own defense advocating waiting for seven aspect to have done demonstration to 
arguing to bear onus of proof. Finally, the author make a suggestion that the 















that establish a institution to ensure the defender to bear the onus of proof .  
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